
 

 

 

 

Narrative Poetry – Self-Edit Sheet 

Author: ________________________ 

 
Standards 

 
Yes 

 
No 

If Yes-Examples/Evidence 
If No-Suggestions for Improvement 

Does my poem tell a narrative story?    

Is my poem of emotional significance?    

Is my object connected to the theme?    

Is my poem anchored in reality, therefore 

portraying true feelings? 
   

Are my emotions communicated 

authentically? 
   

Did I include sensory detail: sight, smell, 

taste, audio, and touch? 
   

Does my poem include character, setting, 

and a purpose? 
   

Did I include enough vivid verbs to describe 

clearly and thoroughly? 
   

Did I include enough vivid adjectives to 

describe clearly and thoroughly?  
   

Did I include enough vivid nouns to describe 

clearly and thoroughly?  
   

Does my poem have symbolism to create a 

detailed mental picture? 
   

Does my poem portray the tone of the story?    

Is the mood of my poem clear for the reader?    

Does the tone reflect the mood I am trying to 

portray? 
   

Is my poem in free-verse?    

Does my poem show not tell the setting, 

events, characters, etc? 
   

Do I avoid or use little to none clichés and 

idioms? 
   

Does my poem flow in an organized and 

comprehensible manner? 
   

Does my poem deliver the theme or 

underlying meaning to the story? 
   

Is the “So What?” of my poem clear?    

Does the “So What?” of my poem evoke 

emotional feelings from the reader? 
   

 

 



 

 

 

Narrative Poetry– Peer-Edit Sheet 

Peer Editor: _____________________ 

 
Standards 

 
Yes 

 
No 

If Yes-Examples/Evidence 
If No-Suggestions for Improvement 

Does the poem tell a narrative story?    

Is the poem of emotional significance?    

Is the object connected to the theme?    

Is the poem anchored in reality, therefore 

portraying true feelings? 
   

Are the emotions communicated 

authentically? 
   

Did the author include sensory detail: sight, 

smell, taste, audio, and touch? 
   

Does the poem include character, setting, 

and a purpose? 
   

Did the author include enough vivid verbs to 

describe clearly and thoroughly? 
   

Did the author include enough vivid 

adjectives to describe clearly and 

thoroughly?  

   

Did the author include enough vivid nouns to 

describe clearly and thoroughly?  
   

Does the poem have symbolism to create a 

detailed mental picture? 
   

Does the poem portray the tone of the story?    

Is the mood of the poem clear for  you, the 

reader? 
   

Does the tone reflect the mood the author is 

trying to portray? 
   

Is the poem in free-verse?    

Does the poem show not tell the setting, 

events, characters, etc? 
   

Does the author avoid or use little to no 

clichés and idioms? 
   

Does the poem flow in an organized and 

comprehensible manner? 
   

Does the poem deliver the theme or 

underlying meaning to the story? 
   

Is the “So What?” of the poem clear?    

Does the “So What?” of the poem evoke 

emotional feelings from you, the reader? 
   

 


